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The article analyzes the possibilities to optimize the translation pro
cess using modern methods of using the system of language corpus. Cor
pus Internet technologies can be used effectively in teaching translation, 
as well as in educational and methodological work of the teacher of higher 
education institution. The ability to access the meaning of the word in 
its contextual use is provided by systems of the language corpora, which 
are seen as a necessary complement to the translator toolkit to enhance 
and develop the translation competence. The advantages of concordances, 
translation memory programs, which are to improve the productivity of a 
translator’s work are considered.
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Са ды ко ваA.K.,  
Ау шах ман А.Т.

Ау дар машы құралы ре тін дегі 
мә тін дер дің элек трондық  

кор пусы 

Ма қа ла да тіл дер кор пу сы жүйе сін қол да ну ар қы лы ау дар ма үр
ді сін оп ти ми за циялау мүм кін дік те рі не жанжақ ты тал дау бе ріл ген. 
Кор пус тық Ға лам тортех но ло гиялар ау дар ма ны нә ти же лі түр де оқы
ту да, со ны мен қа тар, жо ға ры оқу ор ны оқы ту шы сы ның оқуәдіс те
ме лік жұ мы сын да қол да ны луы мүм кін. Сөз дің кон текс туал дық қол
да ны луы ая сын да сөз ма ғы на сын анық тау әдіс те рін ау дар ма шы лық 
ком пе тен цияны да мы ту мақ са ты мен ау дар ма шы ның жұ мыс құ рал да
ры на қо сым ша ре тін де қа жет ті бо лып қа рас ты ры ла тын тіл дер кор пу
сы ның жүйеле рі қам та ма сыз ете ді. Осы ған қо са, ма қа ла да ау дар ма
шы жұ мы сы ның өнім ді лі гін арт ты ру шы кон кор дансбағ дар ла ма лар, 
ау дар ма жа ды ла ры бағ дар ла ма ла ры ның ар тық шы лық та ры да көр се
тіл ген.

Тү йін  сөз дер: тіл дер кор пу сы, кон кор данс, кон текст, ау дар ма, 
ау дар ма жа ды сы, ау дар ма жи нақ тау шы сы, ау дар ма ны оқы ту, TM
бағ дар ла ма.

Са ды ко ва А.К.,  
Ау шах ман А.Т.

Элек тронный кор пус тек тов  
как инстру мент пере вод чика

В статье про во дит ся ана лиз воз мож нос тей оп ти ми за ции пе ре вод
чес ко го про цес са за счет сов ре мен ных спо со бов ис поль зо ва ния сис
те мы кор пу са язы ков. Кор пус ные Ин тер неттех но ло гии мо гут быть 
эф фек тив но ис поль зо ва ны в обу че нии пе ре во ду, а так же в учеб но
ме то ди чес кой ра бо те пре по да ва те ля выс шей шко лы. Воз мож ность 
дос ту па к зна че нию сло ва в рам ках его кон текс туально го ис поль зо ва
ния пре дос тав ляет ся сис те ма ми кор пу са язы ков, ко то рые расс мат ри
вают ся как необ хо ди мое до пол не ние к инс тру мен та рию пе ре вод чи ка 
с целью по вы ше ния и раз ви тия пе ре вод чес кой ком пе тен ции. Ука за ны 
преиму ще ст ва кон кор дан сов, прог рамм па мя ти пе ре во дов, ко то рые 
зак лю чают ся в по вы ше нии произ во ди тель ности тру да пе ре вод чи ка. 

Клю че вые сло ва: кор пус язы ков, кон кор данс, кон текст, пе ре вод, 
па мять пе ре во дов, на ко пи тель пе ре во дов, обу че ние пе ре во ду, TM
прог рам ма.
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Introduction

In modern society the important role is played by computer 
technology, which penetrates into the sphere of human activity, 
forming a global information space. The applicability of computer 
technology is extremely relevant today. The computerization of the 
translation process was one of the most important problems from the 
beginning of information technologies application in science. The 
dream of creating an automatic machine translation did not leave 
scientists from the beginning. The introduction of computer tools in 
the process, is initially focused only on the man, his ability to select-
ing appropriate option at the level of experience and sense of style, 
requires special attention to detail and technology. These successes 
are dependent primarily on the achievements in the study of human 
thought and verbal communication skills of engineering-linguistic 
modeling of these processes. Nowadays it is impossible to imagine 
the work of a translator without a personal computer that is used for 
the actual translation and to address related problems, for example, 
to search for background information and learning the terminology.

As it is known, translation is a complex form of human intel-
lectual activity, the transition from the source language to the tar-
get language. Translation is a complex multi-faceted phenomenon, 
some aspects of which may be the subject of study of various sci-
ences. It is a process of intercultural communication in which, bas-
ing on an analysis of the translation of the source text a secondary 
translated text is created to replace the original in the new linguistic 
and cultural environment.

In the process of translation the translator uses linguistic and 
extra-linguistic knowledge, and in addition, this process involves 
two fundamentally different stages: understanding of the text in the 
original language and the synthesis of the text in the target language. 
Because of this complexity of the translation process the science 
about it (Translation Studies) is interdisciplinary in nature and is re-
lated to linguistics, literary criticism, cognitive science and cultural 
anthropology.

The issue of translation has always attracted the attention of lin-
guists and still is one of the most important. In order to overcome 
some of the difficulties of translation are used advances of comput-
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er technology. With the development of computer 
technologies the number of tools used by the trans-
lators have increased many times. 

 
The capabilities of corpus in teaching 

translation

Resources such as electronic dictionaries, ency-
clopedias, reference books have replaced the paper-
based counterparts. The main advantage of digitized 
resources is to simplify and accelerate the work with 
them, which contributes to the rapid development of 
resources for linguists and translators in particular.

As it is known, the resolution of lexical 
ambiguity is one of the central tasks of word 
processing. The objective is to reveal the meaning 
of words or compound terms in accordance with the 
context in which they are used. Lexical ambiguity 
resolution is used to improve the accuracy of the 
methods of texts classification and clustering, 
increase translation quality of information retrieval 
and other applications. In order to solve the problem 
it is necessary to determine the possible meanings of 
words and the relationship between these meanings 
and the context in which the words are used. The 
linguists compile thesauri, semantic networks 
and other specialized structures to establish the 
connection between the meanings. However, the 
creation of such resources requires a huge effort.

Nowadays, many scientific experiments are 
carried out in line with the corpus linguistics, 
whose goal is the study of the process of translation. 
Prominent in this area are the works of M. Wilkinson, 
V.N. Shevchuk, N.V. Vladimova and R.K. Koshkin, 
where the corpus of electronic texts is seen as a 
means of identifying and addressing the factors that 
led to the set of «negative effect associated with the 
«inauthenticity» of the translated discourse.

«Corpora made up of specialised texts can be a 
useful source of terminology and content informa-
tion. In the classroom, comparable corpora can be 
used to confirm translation hypotheses and to sug-
gest possible solutions to actual translation prob-
lems related to a specific text. They can also provide 
a means to investigate similar domains or subdo-
mains across languages. A specialised comparable 
corpus can offer information about terminology and 
concepts, and about the attestedness of expressions 
within a certain context [1].

The corpus of texts is characterized by four ba-
sic parameters: 1) it must be of a sufficiently large 
volume; 2) it should be structured or marked up; 
3) the texts that make up a definite corpus should 
be in electronic form; 4) the concept of «electronic 

corpus» is, as a rule, special software to work with 
this corpus. The value of the corpus is defined as 
follows:

• corpus shows language data in their real envi-
ronment that allows to explore the lexical and gram-
matical structure of the language, as well as contin-
uous processes of language changes over a certain 
period of time;

• corpus is characterized by representative, or 
a balanced composition of the texts, it can be used 
to test the search machine, morphology, translation 
systems, and use it in various linguistic studies;

• corpus is essential to teaching of translation, as 
it can quickly and efficiently check the features of 
the use of an unfamiliar word or grammatical form.

Translation is a collection of micro studies that 
should be conducted by the translators in each case 
when they are faced with the necessity of solving 
a problem of translation. The more translators see 
weaknesses in their translation and the more often 
they turn to a variety of sources, including corpus 
of texts, in the search of their information about the 
use of lexical and grammatical units, the better is the 
quality of the translation. Additionally, the corpus 
should be used as a source of further information 
regarding the domain, in which the translation is im-
plemented. The further development of specialized 
electronic enclosures texts on various subjects, and 
their introduction into practice of translation allows 
rationalizing the work of an interpreter.

Abstract or markup is the main characteristic of 
the corpus, which distinguishes it from the digital 
collections, libraries, encyclopedias, widely pre-
sented in the modern Internet. Marking up the text 
is the attribution of certain information for easier 
analysis of the text [2].

There are different types of markup: 1) the me-
ta-text markup (author, title, date, volume, subject 
of the text, etc.), which characterizes the text as a 
whole; 2) structural markup is information about the 
structure of the text, which allows to distinguish one 
word from another, highlight border phrases, sen-
tences, text; 3) linguistic markup is attributing cer-
tain linguistic units of text information (negative or 
interrogative sentences, management or contiguity, 
etc.). The richer and more varied the layout is, the 
higher is the scientific and educational value of the 
corpus.

The effectiveness of information retrieval in the 
corpus depends on special software – the so-called 
corpus-managers, or concordancer-programs. The 
space of electronic text corpora has enabled the ef-
fective use of electronic concordances, which offer 
the perspectives of modeling language picture of the 
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world. Concordance is a specialized language ap-
plication program, through which the sample is au-
tomatically given language units of electronic texts 
[3, p. 77]. Thus, concordance to a corpus is a list of 
word tokens, elements of the corpus, with reference 
to all contexts. The differences between the diction-
aries and concordances are in representativeness, 
orientation on invariant, semantic or grammatical 
analysis.

The function of concordance can be compared 
with the function of search in the text editor, but the 
capabilities of the concordance are much greater: 
it analyzes not one, but several texts or corpus of 
electronic texts at one time. Depending on the tech-
nical capabilities concordance can provide informa-
tion about the frequency of use and compatibility of 
a given language unit, but also enables to access a 
specific text, in which the example was found.

The comprehensive features of concordancer-
programs are limited by linguistic complexity of the 

search information in the corpus of texts, which de-
pends on how the interpreter is able to put forward 
the suggestions on possible options for the transla-
tion, provide the basis for compiling queries in the 
search for information.

In other words, concordance is a «program that 
allows analyzing large amounts of texts in order 
to detect patterns of use of words and expressions 
in the language. Concordance-program searches 
the requested word in the corpus and produces a 
new window with a few fragments of sentences 
from different texts where the word or phrase 
is used. From the results of the corpus search 
the meaning of the word out of context, and an 
analysis of its use in the language can be obtained. 
The search results can be used to clarify the usage 
and elimination of rules for the use of certain 
words and phrases in the language, as well as 
for the study of the grammatical structure of the 
language» [4, 12-13].

Picture 1 – shows the window of search results from program Concordance 3.3 for the word heart
 

Some researchers tend to consider concordance 
not as a program, but as a result of its work. In the 
interpretation of V.N. Shevchuk« concordance is a 
vertical list of occurrences of words in alphabetical 
order in the electronic corpus. Word is supplied to-
gether with its left and right environment» [5, 45].

The translator, who has access to the corpus, can 
see all the examples of words and phrases from the 
millions of words of text in a few seconds. Not lim-
ited (constantly developing) monitor corpora play a 
huge role in the structure of the dictionary, as they 
allow to follow the new words, piercing the lan-

guage, or a pre-existing words to change their mean-
ing or balance their use in accordance with the style. 
The method of presentation and storage of corpus 
texts are based on modern computer technology of 
data storage and processing.

The corpus of texts can be considered to be one 
of those means, the use of which in certain cases 
should be referred to a necessary condition for anal-
ysis of linguistic phenomena. For example, modern 
electronic corpus contains hundreds of millions of 
word tokens, which allows us to speak about their 
viability in terms of the language competence.
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N.V. Vladimov notes that the «basic procedures 
that are available to the researcher in the analysis of 
corpus include: 

• search for the specified words, phrases in the 
corpus; 

• display of search results, taking into account 
the features of a specific field; 

• counting the number of examples of use of the 
word in the corpus; 

• sorting of search results based on the required 
parameters.

All these procedures are carried out quickly and 
accurately by a computer program of concordance 
compilation (searching for equivalents), which al-
lows researchers to quickly and accurately find what 
they need» [6, 26].

At this point in the wide popularity acquires the pos- this point in the wide popularity acquires the pos-
sibility of using the Internet as the corpora of the texts. 
This became possible after the on set of online web-con-
cordancers, the so-called «Web as well Corpus». This 
resource has a number of disadvantages, and it is less ef-
fective than thematic corpora working in anautonomous 
regime. However, given the shortage of time and lack of 

specialized corpora ready online-concordancers can be a 
source for reliable linguistic information. 

Virtual (specialized) corpus is a vast in terms 
of volume on specific topics, specially composed 
to find certain linguistic information text selection 
for the translators. The texts are taken from various 
sources (periodicals, encyclopedias, the Internet) in 
a strictly defined category and always presented in 
an electronic form. We can say that virtual corpora 
produced by a translator on specific topics may help 
him in the following cases:

• to define the lexical and grammatical compat-
ibility of words;

• to select from several options lexical equiva-
lent of the original word, offered in different dic-
tionaries or the Internet;

• to validate the decisions intuitively selected by 
the translator;

• to find additional encyclopedic information on 
the subject;

• to find terminological doublets, antonyms, ho-
lonyms, meronyms, identifying names and defini-
tions of terms [5, 52-57].

Picture 2 – shows an example of the search results of the word translation  
in the Web-based version of «British National Corpus.»

 

Many researchers in the field of corpus 
linguistics point out that the corpus gives the 
translator the opportunity to actually navigate the 
language and solve a certain number of linguistic 
and extra-linguistic problems in the translation 
process. V.N. Shevchuk notes, «This is a powerful 
and reliable electronic resource, in practice replaces 
the actual native speaker, and becomes the so-

called «virtual native speaker», the use of which, no 
doubt, contributes to the quality of translation. The 
corpus gives a clear idea of the lexical, grammatical, 
stylistic, spelling and punctuation rules, operating in 
a modern language» [5].

Supporting programs for translation or CAT 
(computer assisted translation) are computer 
programs that automate the routine operations of 
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the translator, freeing him time for intellectual 
tasks. Unlike machine translation, where human 
intervention is required only to download the 
dictionary and to edit the resulting output of the 
text, the translation process using CAT-programs is 
constantly and entirely under the control of human. 
The automation means avoid the multiple translation 
of text fragments that have been translated before 
and store the translation variants in the so-called 
Translation Memory or TM. For example, if 
translator has already translated the phrase «actuator 
casing cap screws and hex nuts», then the next time 
he will meet this phrase in the text, the program will 
offer a translation automatically. CAT-programs 
allow the translator to accumulate in TM bilingual 
word pairs «original – translation.» During the work 
on the texts, similar in genre and subject matter, 
the translation process is accelerated due to the 
replenishment of TM [7, 57-62].

The segment of the original and compared with 
it segment of translation represent a translation unit 
(TU). The role of the segment is usually implemented 
by the sentence. TM-programs are distinguished by 
several criteria. Thus, by the technical realization 

are allocated local TM-programs and the programs 
available in the online regime. When using the online 
versions (for example, Google Translator Toolkit 
and Word fast Anywhere) the work is conducted in 
the browser window. 

According to the second criterion, the additional 
functional possibilities: built-in programs to provide 
access to terminology databases, complement the 
translation memory (TM). This ensures consistency of 
terminology in the translation, to ensure compliance 
with the language policy in the framework of a single 
enterprise or domain. In order to build a translation 
memory the segments of original text and translation 
must be compared for their further entering into a 
database program. Thus, TM-programs are provided 
with a function of text segments grading (usually 
sentences). Furthermore, directly in the translation 
process for the resolution of lexical units disambiguate 
meaning may be required the viewing of a word 
in the context. TM-programs, as a rule, provide an 
opportunity to build a concordance of a word: to find 
a list of all occurrences of a word in the context, at the 
same time presenting ways of translating the lexical 
unit in each case.

Picture 3 – presents the active window of the TM-program

 

According to O.I. Babina, P.G. Osminin, the ac-
tual process of translation with the use of translation 
memory involves several steps. 

1. Preparation: At this stage should be solved the 
problem of creating a new translation memory, or 
make a selection of the translation memory to be used 
for the translation of the text, to make the necessary 
adjustments (for example, to focus on ways of trans-

lating the term corresponding to the previously cre-
ated projects) and adjustments (e.g., replacing a spe-
cific term in all translation units in accordance with 
a certain project) of the selected translation memory.

2. Translation: provisional translation (pre-
translation) is an automatic replacement of the ex-
act segments of the source text to their equivalents 
in the target language. The segments of the text 
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that were not found in the database are translated 
manually or, if available, using the machine trans-
lation system. The TM-commercial programs, as a 
rule, have in-built systems of terminology extrac-
tion (e.g., Extract, SDL MultiTerm, PROMT TerM, 
MonoConc Pro, Simple Concordance Program, and 
others.). «Raw» text, including automatically re-

placed terminology and text segments in the final 
stage is subjected to post-editing. 

3. Quality control: includes a formal check for 
completeness of the translation, grammatical ac-
curacy, and correct translation of the relevant ter-
minology, which can be carried out by a translator, 
(possibly) by the customer [8].

Picture 4 – shows the work with the ТМ-memory program TRADOS.
 

The types of tasks performed by students in the 
classroom for the translation can be diverse and 
reflect the specifics of the real work of a translator. 
These tasks may include:

• task on compiling a glossary of the text (the 
students receive a text of particular subject area and 
make up for it a translation glossary);

• task on the alignment of the text and its 
translation;

• task on a preliminary analysis of the efficiency 
and concordance of TM;

• task on translation using a concordance and 
TM;

• task on comparing translations, implemented 
with the use of the corpus and TM.

Conclusions and methodological recommen-
dations

Concluding the above should be noted that 
almost all the shortcomings of concordances and 
tasks based on them are associated with considerable 

expenditure of time. Thus, students and teachers 
need to acquire special skills that take time and 
effort. In addition, currently there is practically no 
finished material of this type. This means that the 
teacher should develop special tasks and render a 
huge volume of the material.

However, the role of the corpus in teaching 
translation is great. In fact, all of the major mistakes 
of students take place because of the fact that they did 
not have a good example of using particular words, 
expressions, and are only theoretically aware of the 
structure of different text styles. Give the students 
the opportunity to understand the application of a 
rule in practice is realistic and necessary. It should 
also be noted that the knowledge obtained in the 
course of their own research, is mostly deposited 
in the memory than ready conclusions. Students 
will gladly share the results of their research, and 
promotion of this work will be the best stimulus for 
learning a foreign language.

The tasks prepared in advance to a definite corpus 
can be used at the lessons of foreign language and 
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practice of translation: ensure the use and translation 
of prepositions (for example, about); analyze the 
complex sentences, interrogative sentences; analyze 
the differences in the use of words tell/say, listen/hear, 
different terms; semantization of words (for example, 
make – analyze the use of verbs in different contexts); 
find international words and tell if their meaning is the 
same in the native and the target language, and etc.

 
Conclusion

In the objectives of teaching translation corpus 
of texts can be seen as abstract information and pro-
vide samples of professional translation in the study 
of methods and techniques of translation. An analy-
sis of text corpora, the methods of corpus linguis-
tics and achievements are a promising direction in 
the field of teaching foreign languages and transla-
tion. The world practice of development in this field 
proves their effectiveness. The toolkit of working 
with words and expressions the proposed by the 
corpus creates additional opportunities for sav-
ing the translator’s time in finding the equivalents 

and contributes to the accumulation of knowledge 
of communicative-heuristic character, allowing the 
translator to cognize the language in a complex way, 
with the context, that is an effective strategy to ad-
dress translation problems.

We believe that the corpus is more convenient 
and reliable means in comparison with dictionaries 
for several reasons. First, the corpus of texts is not a 
set structures as traditional dictionaries, but is con-
stantly updated database. With it translator is able 
to keep up with the latest trends in the development 
of language-based analysis of the use of a word in 
the corpus. Secondly, the corpus is a vast source of 
wordtokens than a dictionary due to the fact that it 
is much larger in volume, and the information about 
the word, which can be obtained from the corpus, is 
more objective and accurate. Thirdly, work with the 
corpusis much easier than with the dictionary. The 
corpus is placed on a machine (computer), which 
is currently part of work place of a translator. By 
means of simple manipulations of the keyboard and 
«mouse» translator in a few seconds is able to get 
the needed linguistic information.
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